Ah! Don’t you remember, it's almost December

And soon will the holidays come
Oh, will be so funny
I’ll buy a sword and a dream

Thus said little Harry, unwillingly to Tarry,

Impatient from School to depart;
But we shall discover this holiday lover
Knew little what was in his heart.

For when on returning, he gave up his learning

Away from his sums and his books,
Though playthings surrounded and sweet all rounded

Charging still appeared in his books.
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Holidays are Holy-Days
When you don’t know if it’s night or day
When all days are Sundays
Because you know it’s Holidays
Everyone loves to have vacations
Travelling to different destinations
Vacations are so much fun
Always playing under the sun
Dancing all day to various songs
Having mom’s food all day long
No studies to bother you
Sleep all day as the bed welcomes you.
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Long have I waited
For she is the temptation
A temptation worth the wait, and
Food and entertainment adorns does she.
Forgotten the present in the
Thoughts of her.
Being restless, have I
Dreamt of the cherishment.
But, never did I think
Of the other side,
That I do now and smile,
Of the change in my craving.
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The familiar sights and smells
Assault my senses;
The smiles and joy are infections
It’s a happy homecoming
The days pass by in a blur
No more ma’am and sir
For now
It’s all fun and games till boredom strikes
That’s when the magic fades
And we start to wonder
Is this we what we longed for?
As our thoughts stray back to before…..
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The last day of school is jolly day
B’coz next day is a holiday
Happiness comes to me like a breeze
B’coz at home, I’ll be at ease.
Even though the homework is piled up
To TV my eyes are still glued up
I’d have a lot to munch on
With my buddies I’ll be out till down.
Alas! My holidays are gonna end
The piled up work is eating my head
I should have been more cautious!
Rather than my holidays which are precious.
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Holidays are times
When people learn to fly
Dropping the bags of priorities
Souring towards new heights
Whether thy have sand at our feet
Or mud in the hands
Let us not forget
that glowing smile
Alas! the end has come
The smile has witnessed
But let us not forget to jump
Into a new world with bag full of memories.
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I have one week left, and then I’m fine
What should I do? How should I be?
Should I fly my kite? Or play in the snow
Might go vacation, oh the places I’d go
Maybe I’ll try to invent something to go back in time
I will sit on a dinosaur, could tame a big lion

But I’ll be realistic, I’m honestly not smart
Can’t even screw in a lightbulb, I can only do art

But it’s fine, I’m not bothered at all
In all reality, I will spend all my time at the mall

What am I even doing? I am still in school
Still have one week left, oh time is so cruel.
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Can’t wait for the sky time
The scrapers lining the sky
The cool breeze along the carnival
The smooth white yacht along the corners
Where tradition meets the modern
Where sustainability meets productivity
The hustle and bustle during the day
The chilling winter, the lights during the day
They say it’s the most peaceful country
Qatar, the home to the Oryx
Home to the Arabian Falcon
No other so regal,
No other so royal…
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Mine is a holiday
Is this a holiday?-My butterfly
Here Thousands of Roses and petals are
Alas! Not a butterfly, not for a minute, not for an hour.
Butterflies Return! If not for a minute, Then for Roses Return!
Holidays is done! If not for thou, then for me Holiday is done

With jove: they have vectored

Thy mouth of flower on a hill’s side windward.
With despair: My rose, we do not live on side windward.

Thus you else vectored and my holidays dry leavered
But rose! Another wind will blow.
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